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Merry Christmas!
END OF THE YEAR

Jasmine in her car seat.

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST:
 Cold Months
 Pictures
 Farm Happenings

Wow! Where has the year
gone? This will be the last
newsletter for 2009. Family
and Christmas preparations
take precedence for us during
the month of December.
We are currently taking care of
litters on the ground and awaiting the arrival of a few more.
This continues to be a busy
time for us.

We are still trying to get the
last preparations completed for
the onset of cold weather. We
are predicted for a very cold
and long winter. Yuck! I love
the changing of the seasons but
I would prefer a short winter!
We have been getting updates
from many of our puppy owners but can always use more.
When we put your pup in the

newsletter it gives others an
opportunity to see a sibling of
their puppy. So, keep those
updates coming!
Everyone at D & M Farm,
both two and four legged, wish
everyone the Merriest of
Christmases and a blessed New
Year!
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I just read an interesting fact.
Lack of training, bad behavior
is the number one reason for
euthanasia in dogs. So, is it
over-population or do our dogs
become throw aways because
they become a problem due to
lack of proper training.
We’ve all either had a dog or
heard of a dog that barks incessantly, digs holes, chews everything in sight, jumps on people,
etc.; etc. There also are those
that have dangerous behaviors
such as aggression over food,
territory, or are fear biters.
Having any pet is a big responsibility which includes monetary costs that many do not
take into consideration. There
are the expected medical costs
for vaccinations, spaying/neutering, etc. Of course,
food, maybe a dog house,
fenced yard, etc are things we

typically think of. A few even
plan for unexpected medical
expenses. But, rarely do people consider that they may
need professional training for
their pet.
Puppies are clay to be molded.
Each time you are around your
pet it is a learning experience
for them whether you intend it
or not. It is the owner’s responsibility to properly train
the puppy on how it is to behave around people. Did you
know that when an older dog
jumps on you it is often a
dominance move on their part.
And we thought they were just
being cute. Dogs can be
trained to do cute things but
when they are doing things of
their own accord there is typically a “pack” behavior associated.
When training becomes neces-

sary or if you want to take your
puppy to training classes,
Petsmart or a similar chain
store is always an option. But,
with a little investigation you
may be able to find a cheaper
alternative that is just as good
or better. And, more personalized if there are specific issues.
We recommend the books by
dog whisperer, Cesar Milan.
He also has a program that is
aired on the National Geographic Channel. His way of
training is based on “pack”
behaviors so the dog will understand.
Learning how to communicate
with your dog and learning
how to understand his behaviors will help you train your
dog to be a stable, well adjusted member of the family
and a joy to be around.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS!

TRAVELER IN MICHIGAN
Traveler is also known affectionately as Little Bull. He is a
strong 55 lbs at seven months of
age.
He will soon be romping around
on 2 acres where his family will
be moving. Traveler expects for
all of it to be his territory!
Traveler is a puppy from Pandy
and ChaChi.

Let’s see those guys in the NBA
do this!

“Cold Weather Months Can Pose Hazards for Your Dog.”
THE COLD MONTHS
If you live in a cold climate during the
winter there are some things you need to
pay attention to where your Chow is concerned.
Ice can cause nasty cuts on the pads of
the paws. You should check your dog’s
paws regularly to make sure there are no
problem areas forming. Don’t let snow

pack between the toes of the paw. This
needs to be cleaned off for dogs that remain outside for long periods of time.

Check the eyes for crust in the inside corners. These can be very uncomfortable
and should be cleaned regularly.

Brushing continues to be a necessity during the cold months. It will keep debris
out and promote the oils to condition the
coat. Besides, it feels good!

Make sure to keep the hair clipped from
around the anal area to prevent the accumulation of feces in the fur. This can
cause a multitude of health problems for
the dog.

MAGEE IN OHIO
Magee is the support and protection for a lieutenant on the
police force. Mom may protect people during the day but
Magee takes over once Mom
is home.
Magee is a puppy from Leo
and Raven.

I am smiling!
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ZIVA IN MARYLAND
Ziva has won the hearts of all who know
her. As many of you know, boarding a
Chow can be difficult. But, the people
who run the boarding kennel where Ziva
stayed love her.
She has become the 3rd child of the family and is Mom’s companion during the
day. What a gorgeous girl!
Ziva is a puppy from Bella and Kaiser.
At seven months old she weighs in at 50
lbs.

ARMANI IN NEW YORK
This family lost their beloved Maya at 15
years of age. It was a devastating blow
but, like many Chow owners, the house
was empty without a Chow. Without
Maya, there was a void in the house that
needed to be filled. So, the decision was
made to get a new puppy. Not to replace
Maya, since that would be impossible.
Instead, the new puppy would fill the
void in the house and become a new
member of the family. With his own
place and memories to made.
The story of Maya had been shared with
us and we knew this would be yet another
special home for one of our babies. Eb-

ony had two puppies and one was a light
apricot color. This puppy was only the
second one we have had of that color. He
has to be registered as a red since he doesn’t fit into any other category but that
didn’t take away from the fact that he is
special.

cial they felt he should have a special
name. With his special coat color he
looks like such a designer pup that they
decided to name him Armani and call
him Ari for short.

The family accepted the puppy and
waited with great anticipation for the day
they could come and pick him up. When
they saw him for the first time there were
some tears but also great joy. They
shared with us that they had talked about
many different names but hadn’t came up
with one that would fit. He was so spe-

“We love watching all the puppies grow. We are truly blessed!”
GETTING READY TO GO HOME
This little guy was watching
his sibling being picked up.
He looks as if he’s saying, “I
want to go too!” He was
picked up a couple of days
later so he didn’t have to
spend too much time by himself.
We have such a good time
with the puppies. They bring
so much joy by their innocence. Oh, that puppy breath!

Rarely a day goes by that we
don’t smile at some antic of
one of the puppies. Each
stage of growth is filled with
things to watch. They grow
so fast you can see changes
daily. As I am writing this we
have three litters of puppies in
the kennel. Onyx had her first
litter. She has four blacks and
two creams. Daisy has a litter
or five cinnamons. Izzie pro-

vided us with yet another first
for our kennel. She had seven
cream puppies. This is the
first all cream litter we have
had. We were really surprised
since her first litter was all
reds and both litters were sired
by Hagrid. We still have a
couple of litters due before the
end of the year. Then we will
have a break before our spring
litters start.
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A pup’s life. 7 days old.
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Quality Chows with Exceptional Temperament

Primary Business Address
617 W. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

Phone: 937-767-7075
Cell: 937-369-8425
E-mail: dnmfarm@aol.com

“The goal of D & M Farm Kennel is to
breed the highest quality Chow Chows
with exceptional temperament.
We want all of our puppies to be good
ambassadors of the breed”

FARM HAPPENINGS
The last auction in Mt. Hope, Ohio that
we go to occurred on 6 - 7 Nov. We love
going to Amish country and enjoy our
stay there. We also love auctions so it is
a perfect fit.

The last of the preparations for winter
have been made. The last bale of straw
put in the barn. The cold weather is peeking around the corner and will soon require us to bundle up in warmer clothing,
check buckets for ice, and make sure everyone has warm dry beds. In other
words, the winter chores will be on us.

This trip netted a 5 month old pony. She
is a black and white filly with two blue
eyes. Darrell fell in love with her and,
even though we had no intention of purchasing any animals this time, we
brought her home. This was much to our
grandchildren’s delight.
She has now integrated nicely with our
existing herd. We plan to train her to be
ridden and pull a cart once she is old

enough. Right now she will just get a lot
of attention and handling.

